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I N T R O D U C T I O N

 

 

Businesses today have more touch points with their customers than ever before, thanks to the

ongoing advancements in technology. With so much information available, leading

organizations have started prioritizing a formal customer experience strategy to offer a

seamless experience to its customers. Though these advancements have offered numerous

benefits to businesses across industries, gathering and analyzing the information has become a

significant challenge. 

 

The ease of information availability, in conjunction with the vast number of businesses with an

online presence have given rise to socially informed and tech-savvy customers than ever. This

massive transformation has prompted enterprises to ensure not just the traditional alignment of

people, process, and technology but also to adopt a business culture that is flexible enough to

acquire new customers and retain existing ones at the right cost profile. With the potential for

a substantial rise in the volumes of customers information, automated customer experience

management systems that leverage data and analytics to provide the right kind of customer

experience is the need of the hour. Such solutions help business leaders to intelligently gather

information from all sources to ensure the data is collated and analyzed, leading to a positive

business outcome.
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Four Questions You Should Ask Yourself Before You Start

 

 

Have you achieved the
customer insight and
engagement that you

set out to?

 

Can you market to
individual customers

successfully?

 

Can you customize the
experience, deliver

value and insight, and
drive brand loyalty?

 

Can you use
customer data to sell

effectively to
existing and future

customers?

Here are a few questions that you should ask yourself before starting your customer experience analytics journey.

 

Do you have a single,
coherent customer

view?

Customer analytics is a major contributor to being able to answer these questions. This free resource

explores the need to understand the dynamics between a brand, customer, and data to enhance customer

experience and loyalty.
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It’s high time business organizations realize the importance of customer experience

analytics throughout all business aspects, especially regarding customer service and

customer satisfaction. Understanding your customer’s experience will help improve your

customers brand perception, and in the due course will also promote brand loyalty,

customer retention, and engagement. But before you begin planning and strategizing your

approach, it's essential to identify the right data and metrics to establish your business

goals, as well as to set benchmarks to gauge the impact of such initiatives.

 

Customer experience analytics revolves around the discovery, collection, and in-depth

analysis of customer data to help businesses make well-informed business decisions

through actionable insights. Customer data enables businesses to analyze their efforts

and strategies to see what is working well and what isn’t. Since customer experience

analytics can include a large variety of data and metrics, finding the right metrics to track

and analyze is extremely important. Also, one must ensure that the selected metrics closely

align with the goals of both the customer service center and the organization as a whole.

 

Importance of Customer Experience Analytics

How can it help you improve customer satisfaction?
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WANT MORE INFORMATION?
 

We'd love to assist you!

Please choose a mode of engagement below and

we'll be in touch within 48 hours.
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Metrics to
Track and

Analyze
Customer

Experience
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1
CUSTOMER SATISFACTION
(CSAT)

 Customer satisfaction is a key metric that helps

measure how products and services offered by a

company meet or surpass customer expectations.

It acts as an essential metric to gauge and

manage customer experience over time.

Understanding customer satisfaction not only

enables a company to gauge their brand's reach

and their ability to meet customer expectations,

but also serves as a strong predictor of customer

retention and customer loyalty.
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2
NET PROMOTER SCORE
(NPS)

 Net promoter score helps measure customer

loyalty, with the customer asked to answer how

likely they are to recommend a particular

brand. The net promoter score for a brand can

be calculated by subtracting the percentage

of customers that are considered detractors

from the percentage of promoters. However,

companies can also calculate their NPS for

particular segments of customers, for specific

geographic regions, and for individual business

units.
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3
CUSTOMER EFFORT SCORE
(CES)

 
This a powerful metric through which

businesses to track customer satisfaction

levels with just one question, i.e., “How much

effort did the customer have to put forth to

engage with your firm?” The underlying

principle is that businesses should aim to

create loyal customers by reducing their

customer effort score.
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CONCLUSION
 

 

While it is important to understand the above

metrics and their impact on customer experience.

It’s essential for businesses to focus on how their

choice of metrics will help them deliver the right

business outcomes. A metric-only-focus would

emphasize only on reaching a specific score on

the chosen metric rather than on improving

customer experience and meeting business goals.

Though consistent and capable metrics are the

need of the hour one must not forget that they

alone do not drive improvements in customer

experience.
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C O N T A C T  I N F O

 
 

PHONE NUMBER - US

 

 +1 630 538 7144

PHONE NUMBER - UK 

+44 208 629 1455

At Quantzig, we firmly believe that the capabilities to harnes maximum insights

from the influx of continuous information around us is what will  drive any

organization’s competitive readiness and success.

 

Our objective is to bring together the best combination of analysts and

consultants to  complement our clients with a shared need to discover and build

those capabilities and drive continuous business  excellence.
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